Forum for Diversity and Inclusion (ForDI)

The Forum for Diversity and Inclusion (ForDI) is established as a broader group of committed staff and students who wish to contribute to the diversity and inclusion efforts at DTU. It is cross-departmental forum for discussions to support the executive board’s need for sparring and inspiration on diversity and inclusion.

ForDI is anchored in the organisation around DTU's diversity and inclusion efforts.

Purpose
ForDI is a forum for discussions, sparring and inspiration about diversity and inclusion at DTU between DTU's management and relevant stakeholders, including especially staff and students.

Management structure and organization
ForDI is organised as a permanent group within DTU's diversity community, and the operation is handled by the Secretariat for Diversity and Inclusion. As a forum across DTU, ForDI is anchored in the executive board. ForDI follows DTU’s management structure and governance model.

DTU's executive board is responsible for the discussion of relevant issues in ForDI. The Secretariat and the Provost collaborate on the content of the meetings.

Meetings
Four meetings of two hours are held annually. The meetings are held as thematic discussions and are organized by the Secretariat in cooperation with the President. The discussions may be on topics or initiatives that DTU's management bodies want to discuss in a wider circle for input or idea generation. In addition, all members can suggest themes and topics.

One of the meetings always addresses DTU's status on diversity and inclusion, and is based on DTU's regular annual reports.